Use of DNA toolbox for the characterization of mutation scanning methods. II: evaluation of single-strand conformation polymorphism analysis.
Single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) is one of the most commonly used methods for searching for unknown base changes (mutations). In order to characterize systematically the effects of important physical parameters on the sensitivity and specificity of SSCP, we used the DNA toolbox constructed as described in the companion paper [2]. Using this set of DNA molecules as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) templates, amplicons of various lengths with the same base, mutated to all other bases, were generated. The behavior of these constructs in manual and automated SSCP was analyzed as a function of the size, overall base content of the fragment, nature and location of the base change, and the temperature and pH of electrophoresis. Our results demonstrate that all of these variables interact to determine the rate of detection of single-base changes, with the GC content being the predominant determinant of detection sensitivity.